Seamlessly integrate wireless charging into your vehicle’s armrest.

This is a universal vehicle installation kit that can be cut to fit most any vehicle phone storage tray. The plastic substrate and rubberized phone mat can be cut using household tools - a scissors and a utility knife.

- Fits 90% of vehicles armrests (product dimensions 4.8" x 7.95" x .737")
- Phone remains visible and accessible in vehicle
- Works with all phone sizes including plus
- Utilizes the wireless charging standard, Qi to charge your phones without cables
- Does not interfere with your vehicle’s Bluetooth functionality while using your infotainment system
- Charges your phone to 100% battery and tapers off to avoid overcharging
- Features an LED light that lets you know when your phone is charging and when it is full
- The non-slip charging mat holds your phone securely in place while driving

CLAW MOUNT PHONE HOLDER

P/N HK 87000

- Attaches to Vents
- Padded Grip
- Adjustable Arms
- 360 Degree Rotation
- Open Charger Port

MOBILE DEVICE MOUNTING SOLUTIONS

MOBNETIC

Products in the MobNetic line maintain a powerful hold on your device using a 90-lb pull-force rare-earth neodymium magnet. Each unit includes steel shield plates that adhere to any handheld device for a quick-release mounting solution. Products in the MobNetic line enjoy unlimited mounting potential and maximum articulation.

MobNetic Pro 90
P/N MOBMOBN-PRO-BLK
Multi-mount can move from one vehicle to another or secure to any other ferrous surface. Expand mounting locations with included steel Mob Discs, which adhere to any flat surface using a powerful nonmarking adhesive.

MobNetic Claw
P/N MOBMOBN-CLAW
Clamping mount can grip round or irregularly shaped bars, roll cages, handlebars, or table edges with diameters from 1/4” to 2”.

MOB MOUNT

The Mob Mount line was designed to hold your device securely in unforgiving terrains. The powder-coated aluminum cradles come in large or small sizes to accommodate any phone, and tighten down with a twist lock to secure devices.

Mob Mount Mag
P/N MOBMOBM2-BLK-LG
P/N MOBMOBM2-BLK-SM
Magnet mount attaches to any ferrous surface. Includes steel Mob Discs for expanded mounting locations.

Mob Mount Claw
P/N MOBMOBC2-BLK-LG
P/N MOBMOBC2-BLK-SM
Clamping mount can grip round or irregularly shaped bars, roll cages, handlebars, or table edges with diameters from 1/4” to 2”.

ACCESSORIES

MOBNETIC DISCS
Mounting Disc (2 Pack)
P/N MOBMOB-MD

MOBNETIC PLATES
P/N MOBMOBN-PL-ACC

HIGH-SPEED CHARGING CABLES

- Qualcomm Quick Charge 3.0 compatible for power and syncing
- Ultra-thin and flexible 1-meter long cord designed for any position or setting
- Maximum durability from PVC sheath and anodized aluminum connectors
- Heavy-duty PVC/PE insulation allows for maximum heat dissipation and safety
- Thick-gauge tinned copper conductor and braided TPE increases charging and syncing speeds
- Compatibility: 5V/3A 9V/2A 12V/1.5A

MOBMOB-CBL-LGHTNG
Braided LIGHTNING to USB-A
QC3.0 Cable, 3 ft.

MOBMOB-CBL-MICROB
Braided MICRO USB to USB-A
QC3.0 Cable, 3 ft.